NON-ALCOHOLIC OPTIONS

SMOKED GINGER LEMONADE
LIKE IT BOOZY? ADD SOME WHISKY / 14

STRAWBERRY CREAM SODA
LIKE IT BOOZY? ADD SOME WHISKY / 14

NOLA’S LOW-ALCOHOL COCKTAILS

Less is more - Three low alcohol options inspired by three cities - made with local, seasonal ingredients.

ADELAIDE
DRY AND REFRESHING / 14

MELBOURNE
MEDIUM SWEET AND HERBACEOUS / 14

SYDNEY
SWEET AND FLORAL / 16
NOLA’S SIGNATURE COCKTAILS

DRINKS YOU WON’T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE

NOLA’S HURRICANE
SPICED RUM - FRESH CITRUS - PASSIONFRUIT - PLUM GRENADE / 20

LADY NOLA
AMARO - TRIPLE SEC - MOONSHINE - BITTER VERMOUTH
PASSIONFRUIT - CITRUS / 20

ESPRESSO DU MONDE
VANILLA INFUSED WHISKY - FRESH ESPRESSO
BLUEBERRY & DATE - BEIGNET / 20

WHAT’S UPSTAIRS?
DEMERA VATTED MAKERS MARK - LIME - FALERNUM
MANGO, PASSIONFRUIT & PINEAPPLE JUICE / 22

PINEAPPLE EXPRESS
GLENFIDDICH FIRE & CANE - FALERNUM - ORGEAT - LIME
MANGO, PASSIONFRUIT & PINEAPPLE JUICE / 22

TICKETS PLEASE
SPICED BUFFALO TRACE - SMOKED BLACKBERRY LIQUEUR - LIME
ORGEAT - MANGO, PASSIONFRUIT & PINEAPPLE JUICE - BITTERS / 24
NOLA’S CLASSIC COCKTAILS

OUR VERSION OF TIMELESS CREATIONS

BOULEVARDIER
BUFFALO TRACE BOURBON – IMD SWEET VERMOUTH
CAMPARI / 20

NEW YORK SOUR
BUFFALO TRACE BOURBON – LOCAL RED WINE – CITRUS – BITTERS / 20

MANHATTAN
RITTENHOUSE RYE WHISKEY – IMD SWEET VERMOUTH
ORANGE & ANGOUSTOURA BITTERS / 22

SAZERAC (NY)
SAZERAC RYE – HENNESSY VS – MARASCHINO LIQUOUR
BITTERS – ABSYNTHOE RINSE / 22

OLD FASHIONED
BUFFALO TRACE BOURBON – SALTED GOMME
HOUSE BITTERS / 20
NOLA’S WINE SELECTION

12 GLASS / 55 BOTTLE

SPARKLING

PALMETTO - BLANC DE BLANC
BAROSSA VALLEY

WHITE

LOVE & OTHER DRINKS - RIESLING
CLARE VALLEY

THE OTHER WINE CO - PINOT GRIS
ADELAIDE HILLS

BROTHERS KOERNER - CHARDONNAY
ADELAIDE HILLS

ROSE

SVEN JOSCHKE - MOURVÈDRE GRENACHE CINSAULT
BAROSSA VALLEY

RED

LA PROVA - PINOT NERO
ADELAIDE HILLS

VARNEY WINES - GRENACHE MOURVÈDRE TOURIGA
MCLAREN VALE

LOVE AND OTHER DRINKS - SHIRAZ
BAROSSA VALLEY

CELEBRATING..?

MAGNUM - LA PROVA
AGLIANICO ROSATO - ADELAIDE HILLS
99 BOTTLE

CHAMPAGNE - BILLECART-SALMON
NV BRUT RESERVE - FRANCE
150 BOTTLE
NOLA’S CRAFT TINNIES

SIERRA NEVADA - OTRA VEZ
USA - LIME & BLUE AGAVE GOSE - 355ML - 4.9% / 11

MOON DOG - BEER CAN
VIC - TROPICAL LAGER - 330ML - 4.2% / 10

HEAPS NORMAL - QUIET XPA
ACT - XPA - 355ML - <0.5% / 12

TALLBOY & MOOSE - SUNRAY XPA
VIC - AUSSIE PALE ALE - 375ML - 5% / 11

LITTLE BANG - THE NAKED OBJECTOR
SA - INDECENT WEST COAST IPA - 375ML - 6.5% / 12

LOOPHOLE - SALTY WATER STOUT PORTER
SA - STOUT - 375ML - 8% / 15

BIG SHED - CHERRY POPPER CIDER
SA - APPLE & CHERRY CIDER - 375ML - 8.5% / 14